The first consideration brought to our minds when a bridge is spoken of is the anchors. I want my position understood when I say that good solid teeih or roots for anchorage of removable bridges should invariably be used. By this premise I would indicate that I consider it even more necessary than in stationary work; because the insertion and withdrawal of the piece will of necessity cause strain on the anchors.
A very nice method of obtaining a perfect articulation being to pound a bullet into your die-plate on the tooth you desire, file flat and lay on top the cap, and allow the patient to close the jaws firmly. The opposite teeth will press into the lead easily, and allow you to trim down with a knife.
When perfect, drop a little sticky wax on a round stick and place the lead on it, and proceed to mold your cap in the cuttle-fish bone as usual. By this method you have no grinding of the cap after finished.
Soldering the cap now to the telescope band, we have our anchor complete, with the exception of the pin in the cap, which we screw and rivet to place.
We are now ready to consider the attachment of the intervening or bridge teeth. 
